
AQUAEL is a company that is well-established and appreciated around the world – for the last 33 
years offering its users modern devices and accessories for aquaria and garden ponds. Its history 
dates back to autumn 1984 when it was created as a tiny one-person workshop founded by its cur-
rent owner – Janusz Jankiewicz. 
Throughout the years the company has gone a long way to its current position with two production 
plants of over 25 000 m2 total surface, employing 500 workers and using the most modern produc-
tion technologies. Consistency of action and persistency of its creators followed by the concern for 
the continuous development made it today’s one of the most important companies on the global 
zoological market. Nowadays the company offers to its Clients complete range of products needed 
for set up and professional maintenance of both: aquariums and ornamental garden ponds. The 
AQUAEL’s success is made up of many factors, starting from experienced team, through specialized 
tool-shops and superbly equipped production lines, to the global system of product distribution. 
AQUAEL – gaining the excellent reputation among the customers and users of its product, the 
company never ceases to surprise them with the innovations, thus outstripping its competition and 
proving that it has what the others can only dream of at its fingertips.

The COMFY brand was launched in 2010. It includes products for dogs and cats meeting the 
basic needs of these animals: beds, carrier bags, toys, brushes, claw clippers, leashes, harnesses 
and collars, litter for cats and rodents. Most of these products are manufactured in Poland, some 
are imported. The COMFY products combine comfort of use with practical and fashionable solu-
tions. The brand includes over 500 products. The latest lines of COMFY products include unique 
fragrant toys for dogs with the DENTAL function (for cleaning the dog’s teeth and mouth), the 
exceptionally sturdy STRONG DOG toys, the edible PLUG SNACK toy inserts, and a wide range of 
COMFY APPETIT natural treats.

AQUARIUM AND PETS PRODUCTS
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ULTRAMAX LINK  
UTRAMAX LINK is the fi rst canister fi lter on the market that can be controlled anywhere in the world by a smart-
phone app. The intuitive and easy-to-use mobile application gives the user the ability to remotely control fi lter 
performance, set its work modes, and control the amount of debris in the cartridges. The ULTRAMAX LINKalso 
features the innovative pre-fi lter built into the cover that makes routine maintenance a breeze and minimizes the 
frequency of cleaning the main fi ltration media. The ULTRAMAX LINK also provides extremely effi  cient mechanical 
and biological fi ltration, and has double release valves that guarantee safety and convenience when performing 
maintenance. The patented priming system makes it extremely easy to start the device. 
Features
- remote control of the water fl ow rate 
- possibility of programming temporary work modes 
- remote control of debris in the cartridges 
- extremely effi  cient mechanical and biological fi ltration 
- built-in prefi lter = no frequent cleaning required 
- double valves = safe use and maintenance 

ULTRAMAX Link
Max GPH 0-530
Recommended tank size [gal] 25-185
Filter capacity [gal] 4.5
Number x capacity of baskets [gal] 5x0.5
Max head [in] 100
Item Number 1004

AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS   

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service 
mark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks
of Google LLC.

Wireless filter 
management 

system

SPONGES, ACCESSORIES 
see page 11   

FILTRATION MEDIA
see page 10
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ULTRAMAX 
ULTRAMAX is a technologically advanced and petented canister fi lter that guarantees exceptional comfort of use, 
perfect water clarity, and optimum water parameters even in the most demanding aquariums. Thanks to the buil-
tin pre-fi lter, the time between the main fi ltration cartridge cleanings is greatly improved. The in-lid pre-fi lter allows 
you to replace the pre-fi lter without removing the fi lter from the aquarium cabinet! 

ULTRAMAX 1000 1500 2000
Max GPH 265 395 530
Filter capacity [gal] 3 4 4.5
Number x capacity of baskets [gal] 3x0.5 4x0.5 5x0.5
Max head [in] 63 70 100
Recommended tank size [gal] 25-80 65-120 105-185
Item Number 1005 1006 1007

AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS   

IN

EASY TO USE PRE-FILTER

ULTRAMAX 2000

CONVENIENT VALVE SYSTEM ADVANCED SELF PRIMING

OUT

SPONGES, ACCESSORIES 
see page 11   

FILTRATION MEDIA
see page 10
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AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS   

AND MEDIA CONTAINERS
MULTIKANI FILTER

MULTIKANI CARTRIDGES Item 
Number 

Bioceramax 600 1057
Carbomax  Plus 1055
Zeomax Plus 1056
Phosmax Basic 1058

A unique canister fi lter that can be expanded as your hobby grows. 
The compact external submersible pump is suitable even from 
very shallow water, and can handle up to eight media canisters.
- can be easily confi gured for 5 to 80 gallon aquariums
- ideal for turtles, paludariums or other shallow water applications
- use diff erent media depending on your fi ltration needs
- simple – add, remove, or clean containers without turning the 
pump off .

- use diff erent media depending on your fi ltration needs
- simple – add, remove, or clean containers without turning the 
pump off . MULTIKANI

Watts 6.5
Max GPH 210
Recommended for tank size [gal] 5-80
Item Number 1054

MULTI 
CARTRIDGE

MAXI KANI 150 250 350 500
Recommended tank 
size [gal]

10-40 40-65 65-90 90-135

Filtercapacity [gal] 2.38 2.91 3.57 4.23
Number x capacity of 
baskets [gal]

3x0.5 4x0.5 5x0.5 6x0.5

Pump model UNI 1000 UNI 1000 UNI 1500 UNI 1500
Max pumping [GPH] 265 265 370 370
Wattage [W] 15 15 19 19
Max head [in] 57 57 61 61
Item Number 1300 1301 1302 1303

MAXI KANI 
The new MAXI KANI product line includes canister fi lters fed by 
separate high-performance pumps. The fi lters combine a high fi l-
tration capacity with the freedom of installation. Their additional 
advantage is exceptional ease of use. Thanks to their form factor, 
they can be used in shallow water (10 cm deep or more), which 
makes them suitable for use also in aqua-terrariums.

SPONGES, ACCESSORIES 
see page 11   

FILTRATION MEDIA
see page 10
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AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS   

MULTI 
CARTRIDGE

VERSAMAX 
CARTRIDGES

Item 
Number 

Mini Standard 1048
Mini Carbomax 1049
Mini Phosmax 1050

VERSAMAX MINI is a tiny hang-on the back fi lter that provides 
effi  cient mechanical and chemical fi ltration.  With multiple car-
tridge styles available, the VERSAMAX MINI can be used with the 
Carbomax cartridge for extra clarity for daily use, the standard 
sponge cartridge when medicating, or the Phosmax cartridge to 
remove phosphate before it can be used by algae.
 - the tiniest fi lter of its type
 - easily replaceable fi lter cartridges 

VERSAMAX FILTERS

VERSAMAX MINI FILTER

VERSAMAX FILTER Mini
Watts 3.3
Max GPH 60
Recommended for tank size [gal] ≤10
Item Number 1047

VERSAMAX FILTERS 1 2 3
Watts 5.3 5.3 6.6
Max GPH 130 185 290
Recommended for tank size [gal] 5-25 10-50 20-80
Item Number 1051 1052 1053

VERSAMAX 1, 2, and 3 fi lters are designed for perfect 3 stage fi ltration with mechanical, chemical, and biological 
fi ltration. Purifi ed water fl ows back to the aquarium as a waterfall, picking up vital oxygen on the way. VERSAMAX 
fi lters feature adjustable fl ow rates and have a variety of cartridge option,  the Carbomax cartridge for extra clarity 
for daily use, the standard sponge cartridge when medicating, or the Phosmax cartridge to remove phosphate 
before it can be used by algae.
- fi lter is hidden behind the aquarium
- effi  cient water fi ltration and aeration 
- quiet and easy to maintain

VERSAMAX MINI is a tiny hang-on the back fi lter that provides 
effi  cient mechanical and chemical fi ltration.  With multiple car-
tridge styles available, the VERSAMAX MINI can be used with the 
Carbomax cartridge for extra clarity for daily use, the standard 
sponge cartridge when medicating, or the Phosmax cartridge to 

FILTER

VERSAMAX FILTERS
Watts
Max GPH
Recommended for tank size [gal]
Item Number

- effi  cient water fi ltration and aeration 
- quiet and easy to maintain

SPONGES, ACCESSORIES 
see page 11   

FILTRATION MEDIA
see page 10
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AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS   

The PAT MINI Filter is perfect for small freshwater aquariums. 
The PAT features a fi lter sponge and a compact pump with 
directional output and optional venturi aeration. Its power-
ful 105 gph fl ow is spread out by the sponge at the intake 
so as not to harm tiny shrimp or fi sh.
- extraordinary fi ltration and aeration 
- quiet fi lter operation 
- easy to install and maintain

FAN FILTERS
FAN FILTERS are simple, reliable and eff ective. Featuring 
an easy to use and maintain pump and sponge car-
tridge. The sponge surface off ers perfect conditions for 
bacteria that oxidize ammonia and nitrites, providing ef-
fective biological as well as mechanical fi ltration.
- made of high quality materials
- durable and reliable 
- energy effi  cient design along with optimal fi ltration  
- easy to install and maintain

FAN FILTER Mikro Mini 1 2 3
Watts 4 4.2 4.5 5.7 10
Max GPH 65 65 84 120 180
Recommended tank size [gal] ≤8 8-15 15-25 25-35 35-65
Item Number 1017 1018 1019 1020 1021

PAT MINI FILTER

PAT MINI 
IDEAL FOR SHRIMPS

PAT MINI FILTER
Watts 3
Max GPH 105
Recommended for tank size [gal] 2 - 30
Item Number 1012

PAT MINI 
IDEAL FOR SHRIMPS

The PAT MINI Filter is perfect for small freshwater aquariums. 
The PAT features a fi lter sponge and a compact pump with 

PAT MINI 
The PAT features a fi lter sponge and a compact pump with 
directional output and optional venturi aeration. Its power-
ful 105 gph fl ow is spread out by the sponge at the intake 
so as not to harm tiny shrimp or fi sh.
- extraordinary fi ltration and aeration 
- quiet fi lter operation 
- easy to install and maintain

PAT MINI FILTER
Watts
Max GPH
Recommended for tank size [gal]
Item Number

The PAT features a fi lter sponge and a compact pump with 
directional output and optional venturi aeration. Its power-
ful 105 gph fl ow is spread out by the sponge at the intake 
so as not to harm tiny shrimp or fi sh.
- extraordinary fi ltration and aeration 
- quiet fi lter operation 
- easy to install and maintain

PAT MINI FILTER
Watts
Max GPH
Recommended for tank size [gal]
Item Number

SPONGES, ACCESSORIES 
see page 11   
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The TURBO FILTER provides effi  cient mechanical and biologi-
cal fi ltration by using a combination of sponge fi lters and ce-
ramic media.  Featuring the CIRCULATORS pumps with their 
powerful venturi action that can add fl ow, fi ltration and aera-
tion even in deep-water applications.
- effi  cient mechanical and biological fi ltration
- effi  cient aeration, even at signifi cant depths
- adjustable fl ow

CIRCULATORS 500 1000 1500 2000
Watts 4.8 15 22 29
Max GPH 130 265 400 530
Recommended tank size [gal] ≤30 30-65 65-90 90-130
Item Number 1000 1001 1002 1003

TURBO FILTERS 500 1000 1500 2000
Watts 4.8 15 22 29
Max GPH 130 265 400 530
Recommended tank size [gal] ≤30 30-65 65-90 90-130
Item Number 1013 1014 1015 1016

CIRCULATORS 

TURBO FILTERS 
500,1000,1500,2000

CIRCULATORS feature a classic power head style design for 
pumping and aerating of water in freshwater and marine 
aquariums. Special design allows for smooth and handy 
adjustment of performance thanks to the control located 
at the water outlet. This small and quiet pump delivers 
strong fl ow wherever you need it.  
- exceptionally high output 
- effi  cient water aeration 
- quiet and energy effi  cient  

CIRCULATORS feature a classic power head style design for 
pumping and aerating of water in freshwater and marine 
aquariums. Special design allows for smooth and handy 
adjustment of performance thanks to the control located 
at the water outlet. This small and quiet pump delivers 

AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS  AQUARIUM FILTERS   

SPONGES, ACCESSORIES 
see page 11   

FILTRATION MEDIA
see page 10
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AQUARIUM ACCESORIES  AQUARIUM ACCESORIES  AQUARIUM ACCESORIES  

BIOCERAMAX  – for biological fi ltration: BIOCERAMAX 600, BIOCERAMAX 1200 and BIOCERAMAX 1600. Cylinders 
or balls, made of ceramic or porous glass. Best placed in the fl ow path after any mechanical fi ltration.
CARBOMAX PLUS – activated carbon is used for chemical fi ltration. It adsorbs organic molecules that can cause 
odor or discoloration of water.   It also removes medications and other  chemicals.
ZEOMAX PLUS – zeolite removes ammonia from freshwater systems.  Not for use in salt water.
NITROMAX PRO – binds the toxic nitrogen compounds produced by fi sh, improving water quality and removing 
nitrate before it can be used by algae.
PHOSAMAX PRO – removes phosphates from fresh or salt water, before phosphate can be used by algae.
PHOSMAX BASIC –  works selectively – it does not extract useful compounds such as minerals and vitamins.

- 3 types of sponges for Ultramax and Maxi Kani fi lters
- 100 % non-toxic materials
- Effi  cient mechanical and biological fi ltration
- Perfectly matched to Ultramax and Maxi Kani fi lters

FILTER MEDIA
for fi lters ULTRAMAX, MAXI KANI

FILTER MEDIA
for fi lters ULTRAMAX, MAXI KANI, , MULTIKANI, VERSAMAX, TURBO

Product Volume [l] Item 
Number 

BIOCERAMAX 600 1 1116
BIOCERAMAX 1200 1 1117
BIOCERAMAX 1600 1 1118

Product Weight Item 
Number 

CARBOMAX PLUS 24.06 oz / 682 g 1120
ZEOMAX PLUS 32.80 oz / 930 g 1119
NITROMAX PRO 10.16 oz / 288 g 1113
PHOSAMAX PRO 10.76 oz / 305 g 1114
PHOSMAX BASIC 32.91 oz / 933 g 1115

Product Item 
Number 

Super finish 1008
Finish 1009
Standard 1010

BIOCERAMAX 600
BIOCERAMAX 1200
BIOCERAMAX 1600

Product 

CARBOMAX PLUS
ZEOMAX PLUS
NITROMAX PRO
PHOSAMAX PRO
PHOSMAX BASIC

BIOCERAMAX 1600BIOCERAMAX 1600
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AQUARIUM ACCESORIES  AQUARIUM ACCESORIES  AQUARIUM ACCESORIES  

Product Weight Item 
Number 

CARBOMAX PLUS 24.06 oz / 682 g 1120
ZEOMAX PLUS 32.80 oz / 930 g 1119
NITROMAX PRO 10.16 oz / 288 g 1113
PHOSAMAX PRO 10.76 oz / 305 g 1114
PHOSMAX BASIC 32.91 oz / 933 g 1115

STANDARD – fi ltration insert/cartridge containing a high-quality dense phenol-free sponge. Ensures excellent 
mechanical fi ltration. Recommended for all types of aquariums.
CARBOMAX – replacement fi lter cartridges containing a sponge saturated with activated carbon. 
PHOSMAX – replacement fi lter cartridges containing a sponge saturated with phosphate absorber. It is recom-
mended that CARBOMAX and PHOSMAX cartridges be replaced every 30 days.

SPONGE FILTRATION
cartridges for FAN, PAT MINI, TURBO and VERSAMAX 

Product [pcs.] Item 
Number 

FANFILTER MIKRO SPONGE STANDARD 2 1093
FANFILTER MIKRO SPONGE CARBOMAX 2 1098
FANFILTER MINI SPONGE STANDARD 2 1094
FANFILTER MINI SPONGE CARBOMAX 2 1099
FANFILTER 1 SPONGE STANDARD 2 1095
FANFILTER 1 SPONGE CARBOMAX 2 1100
FANFILTER 2 SPONGE STANDARD 2 1096
FANFILTER 2 SPONGE CARBOMAX  2 1101
FANFILTER 3 SPONGE STANDARD 2 1096
FANFILTER 3 SPONGE CARBOMAX 2 1102
PAT mini fi lter SPONGE STANDARD 2 1090
PAT mini fi lter SPONGE CARBOMAX 2 1091
PAT mini fi lter SPONGE PHOSMAX 2 1092
PAT mini DENSE 2 1089
TURBOFILTER 500 SPONGE 2 1108
TURBOFILTER 1000/1500/2000 SPONGE 2 1109
VERSAMAX 1 SPONGE 2 1110
VERSAMAX 2 SPONGE 2 1111
VERSAMAX 3 SPONGE 2 1112

AQUARIUM ACCESORIES  AQUARIUM ACCESORIES  AQUARIUM ACCESORIES  

SPRAY BARS

MINI UV

Product Ready for: Item
Number  

Spray bar S FAN, PAT MINI, TURBOFILTER 
500, CIRCULATOR 500

1083

Spray bar L TURBOFILTER 1000-2000,
CIRCULATOR 1000-2000,
ULTRAMAX, MAXI KANI

1084

FOR FILTERS

Aquarium sprinklers are used to ensure uniform distribution of 
water fl owing from the outlet pipes of fi lters. They decrease the 
overall fl ow of water in the aquarium by limiting its current. 

Ready for: FANFILTER, TURBOFILTER, CIRCULATOR, PAT MINI

Product Recommended 
max tank size

Max pump 
fl ow rate

Item  
Number 

mini UV 24 gal 120 GPH 1024
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AQUARIUM  HEATERS  AQUARIUM  HEATERS  AQUARIUM  HEATERS

ULTRA HEATER 
ULTRA HEATER is an advanced aquarium heater in an unbreakable 
plastic housing. The heater has a highprecision (±32,45°F) elec-
tronic thermostat, a built-in thermometer, and an overheat alarm. 
The unbreakable housing makes it ideal for tanks in which turtles 
or large fi sh are kept. The heater does not cause burns and can 
therefore be safely used even in tanks whose inhabitants are par-
ticularly sensitive to burns.

PLATINIUM HEATER 25 50 75 100 150 200 250 300
Length [in] 8 9 9 9.5 11 11 14 14
Recommended tank size [gal] 2-6 4-13 9-20 15-25 24-40 35-53 47-65 60-80
Item Number 1400 1401 1402 1403 1404 1405 1406 1407

ULTRA HEATER 25 50 75 100 150
Length [in] 6.4 6.4 8.2 8.2 10.8
Recommended tank 
size [gal]

2-6 4-13 9-20 16-26 24-40

Item Number 1310 1311 1312 1313 1314

PLATINIUM HEATER 
PLATINIUM HEATER is an innovative glass heater produced by AQUAEL. It is 
equipped with a high-precision electronic thermostat. Temperatures can be set 
in the range between 68 and 91°F and are maintained with an accuracy of 33,5 
°F (+/-32,7°F). The heater boasts the ONE TOUCH system for intuitive temperature 
adjustment, a ceramic heat sink, and an embedded electronic thermometer. Each 
specimen undergoes computer-assisted testing at AQUAEL’s laboratory. Since 
the thermostat is fully electronically controlled, these heaters, unlike other com-
mercially available products, do not have any mechanical contacts or other wear-
prone moveable parts. This guarantees a long, failure-free service life for maintain-
ing optimal thermal conditions in the tank. The PLATINIUM HEATER line includes 8 
models, with power ranging from 25 to 300 W.
Product advantages:
- a wide-range, high-precision electronic thermostat (+/- 32,7°F)
- the thermostat is fully electronically controlled, which means that there are no   
  failure-prone mechanical parts
- indication of the current temperature of water in the tank
- easily readable indication of the set temperature
- each specimen undergoes computer-assisted testing and calibration at AQUAEL’s 
  laboratory to ensure precision and safety of operation
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AQUARIUM  AERATORS  AQUARIUM  AERATORS  AQUARIUM  AERATORS

A tiny aquarium adjustable air pump with a high output despite a very small size and low power consumpton. 
It signifcantly improves water oxygenaton, creatngbeter living conditons for fsh and other aquarium animals.
In additon, the use of an aerator spruces up the external appearance of the tank.
- very small size = easy to install
- contnuous performance adjustment = suitable 

for any aquarium
- durable membrane = long service life
- minimum energy consumpton = low costs of operaton
- made in the EU (Poland)

MINIBOOST 100 200 400
Watts 1.8 2.4 3.2
Max GPH 26 2x26 4x26
Item Number 1320 1321 1322

MINIBOOST
100, 200, 400
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AIRLIGHTS & VOLCANOES are lighted, aerating aquarium orna-
ments. Featuring a round air stone that releases tiny air bubbles 
and LED’s for amazing visual eff ects. Comes complete with red, 
blue, and green lens to customize the look.
 - unique aquarium aerating decor
 - dazzling visual eff ects
 - three diff erent colors

AIRLIGHTS & VOLCANOES
Item Number
1086

Item Number
1122

Item Number
1121

MOONLIGHT LED

IWAGUMI ROCKS

MOONLIGHT LED is a aquarium light designed to replicate Moon 
light to create a unique look after the main lights are out. Its 
1.5watt design features a small round shape equipped with four 
blue LED’s.  It can be used in or out of the water and installation is 
easy with the included suction cups or magnetic hanger.
- energy effi  cient design (1.5 W)
- safe low voltage technology 5V USB
- suction cup or magnetic mounting systems

We are proud to present a line of aquarium decorations that perfectly imitates natural rock. It is designed for all sizes of 
tanks. The new rocks are made of resin that is safe for all inhabitants of an aquarium. Their rough surface makes it easy for 
mounting plants such as moss and other epiphytes to them. Moreover, every rock has a hidden hole, which makes them 
a perfect hideaway for timid fi sh. 

Item  Number 
1085

IWAGUMI 
ROCKS

XL L M S

Dimensions [in] 12.5x6.5x11 12.5x8x7.5 8.5x5x6 6x4x4
Item Number 1125 1124 1123 1122
Dimensions [in] 12.5x6.5x11 12.5x8x7.5

1125 1124
Dimensions [in]
Item Number

AQUARIUM ACCESORIES  AQUARIUM ACCESORIES  AQUARIUM ACCESORIES

+48 22 644 76 16 www.aquael.pl
AQUAEL Janusz Jankiewicz Sp. z o. o.
02 - 849 Warszawa, Krasnowolska 50
Manufacturer: AQUAEL Sp. z o. o.
16 - 400 Suwałki, Dubowo II 35

export@aquael.pl
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LEDDY SLIM link 36 WATT
Adjustable length [in] 40- 48
Glass thickness [in] ≤ 0.63
Item Number 1130

LEDDY SLIM link 36W 
LEDDY SLIM LINK are wifi  enabled LED light fi xtures that are app controllable. Install the Aquael Aqu@rium app to control 
your lamp and change its parameters from anywhere in the world with your smartphone. Set any light spectrum you 
want or choose from pre-programmed settings for freshwater, planted or saltwater aquariums. he innovative glass shell 
design and sid mounted feet that fi t over the edges of the tank, LEDDY SLIM lamps off er a stylish alternative to the con-
ventional aquarium lighting. Use them to create a unique decorative eff ect. Perfect for all aquarium types. 

Programmable
sunrise, sunset and

storm settings

Wireless control system 
for your aquarium

Programmable weekly 
light cycle

Customizable 
light colors

AQUARIUM LIGHTING   AQUARIUM LIGHTING   AQUARIUM LIGHTING   AQUARIUM LIGHTING   

AIRLIGHTS & VOLCANOES

IWAGUMI 
ROCKS

XL L M S

Dimensions [in] 12.5x6.5x11 12.5x8x7.5 8.5x5x6 6x4x4
Item Number 1125 1124 1123 1122

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service 
mark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks
of Google LLC.
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PERFECT FOR
FISH

PERFECT FOR
MARINE

LEDDY SLIM LED light fi xtures are designed for freshwater and marine aquariums.  High quality LEDs ensure proper 
lighting, provide excellent living conditions for its inhabitants, and create a unique visual eff ect. The fi xture housings  are 
made of corrosion-resistant, easy-to-clean glass. With their futuristic fl at design and choice of white or black color, the 
LEDDY SLIIM LED’s  fi t perfectly with modern aquarium tanks and look great in any room interior. Versatile sliding brackets 
can be mounted on tanks of diff erent lengths, including custom-sized tanks. AQUAEL off ers a wide range of models for 
tanks that are 8” to 48” in length. 
The LEDDY SLIM lamps are available in four diff erent versions: The SUNNY (6500 K) and PLANT (8000 K) versions are de-
signed for freshwater aquariums, including plant aquariums, whereas the MARINE (10000 K) and ACTINIC (20000 K) ver-
sions are designed for marine aquariums.  Thanks to the use of LED’s, these lamps do not require frequent replacement 
and consume half as much energy as regular fl uorescent lamps.
 - energy-effi  cient (consume half as much power as regular fl uorescent lamps)
 - long-lived (up to 50 thousand hours of operation)
 - versatile (can be used with tanks of various sizes)
 - can be used with custom-sized tanks

LEDDY SLIM 5 WATT 10 WATT 32 WATT 36 WATT
Adjustable length [in] 8-11.75 20-27.5 30- 40 40- 48
Glass thickness [in] ≤ 0.24 ≤ 0.24 ≤ 0.63 ≤ 0.63
LEDDY SLIM WHITE 123456 123456 123456 123456
Item Number SUNNY 1071 1072 1073 1074
Item Number PLANT 1075 1076 1077 1078
Item Number MARINE - - 1079 1080
Item Number ACTINIC - - 1081 1082
LEDDY SLIM BLACK 123456 123456 123456 123456
Item Number SUNNY 1059 1060 1061 1062
Item Number PLANT 1063 1064 1065 1066
Item Number MARINE - - 1067 1068
Item Number ACTINIC - - 1069 1070

LEDDY SLIM 5W, 10W, 32W, 36W 

AQUARIUM LIGHTING   AQUARIUM LIGHTING   AQUARIUM LIGHTING   AQUARIUM LIGHTING   

PERFECT FOR
MARINE
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The innovative modules for indoor use. In combination with an aquarium, they are ideal for creating hydroponic 
installations. They consist of interconnected trays for plant pots. Each module includes four rows of trays, and each 
tray holds up to three pots (in total, the module holds twelve standard pots 3.5’’ in height and 4.7’’ in diameter). The 
assembly is relatively easy and requires no special technical knowledge. The modules are powered by an attached 
pump, which should be placed in an aquarium or other tank with water. It is able to raise water to a height of 27.5’’. 
A special hydroponic substrate and a specialized LEDDY PLANT 10 W lamp are attached to each module. 
- easy to install 
-  low-maintenance 
- versatile application (can be installed indoors or outdoors) 
- compatible with standard fl ower pots 
- ideal for growing a wide variety of ornamental plants            

VERSA GARDEN HYDROPONIC PLUS

HYDROPONIC  PLUS

HOUSE & GARDEN DECORATIONS  HOUSE & GARDEN DECORATIONS   HOUSE & GARDEN

VERSA GARDEN GREEN WALL PLUS
Dimensions [in] 22x16.5x7
Lighting [W] 10
Pump 106 GPH
Item  Number 1350

New product show case
AQUATIC CATEGORY
Global Pet Expo 2018
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Vetro Plus Nature 40 is a two-level cage for small rodents that combines a traditional wire cage with a glass bottom 
section. The glass bottom allows you to easily watch your pet at any time without the distraction of wires. The tall 
glass section can be fi lled with a thick layer of bedding, so the animal can hide as it would in nature, without the 
mess like a normal all wire cage. The ladders included with the set will provide small rodents with ample exercise. 
Also included are a feeder, a drinking bowl, and a cotton substrate in a tube.
- combines the traditional wire cage design with a glass bottom section
- allows you to easily watch your pet
- feeder, a drinking bowl, and a cotton substrate included

VETRO PLUS NATURE

VETRO PLUS
NATURE

Dimension [in] Item  
Number  

40 15.75 x 9.84 x 14.17 1197
80 31.50 x 13.78 x 17.32 1198

NEW
DRINKING 

BOWLS

NEW
DRINKING 

BOWLS

VETRO PLUS NATURE 40

  CAGES FOR RODENTS  CAGES FOR RODENTS  CAGES FOR RODENTS
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The PET INN small animal water bottles set new standards of quality 
and functionality. The exceptional quality of workmanship distinguish
them from other water bottles available on the mass market. The du-
rable water container is equipped with a functional and ergonomic 
plastic hanger that is resistant to biting (so, there is no more need for 
unreliable and potentially dangerous wires). Thanks to the clever way 
of mounting, the water bottle is suitable for virtually all rodent or rab-
bit cages with any bar spacing. The tip of the water bottle contains 
two rollerballs to provide eff ective protection against dripping.
- a universal, convenient mounting system that fi ts most cages avail-
able in the market
- exceptionally strong and durable
- tip with double rollerballs protects against dripping 

WOODEN HOUSES FOLDABLE

DRINKING BOWLS FOR
RABBITS AND RODENTS

PET INN Item  Number  
Drinking Bowl 6.76 oz 1153
Drinking Bowl 10.14 oz 1154
Drinking Bowl 20.29 oz 1155

WOODEN HOUSES FOLDABLE
WOODEN HOUSE Dimension [in] Item 

Nr.   
SLOPING ROOF 1 4.92 x 4.37 x 5.12 1150
SLOPING ROOF 2 6.06 x 5.51 x 6.14 1151
SLOPING ROOF 3 8.07 x 6.50 x 7.72 1152
CORNER HOUSE 1 5.71 x 5.71 x 3.15 1140
CORNER HOUSE 2 7.09 x 7.09 x 3.94 1141
CORNER HOUSE 3 8.98 x 8.98 x 4.72 1142
CORNER HOUSE 4 11.81 x 11.81 x 6.69 1143
CORNER HOUSE 5 15.35 x 15.35 x 8.66 1144
SQUARE HOUSE 1 5.63 x 4.13 x 3.27 1145
SQUARE HOUSE 2 7.13 x 5.20 x 4.09 1146
SQUARE HOUSE 3 9.13 x 6.61 x 5.24 1147
SQUARE HOUSE 4 11.42 x 8.58 x 6.06 1148
SQUARE HOUSE 5 13.78 x 11.02 x 8.31 1149

WOODEN HOUSE are the perfect choice for children who want 
to decorate the homes of their small rodents like hamsters, 
mice, rats, guinea pigs, chinchillas, rabbits, etc.  Their wood con-
struction and self-assembly design fare perfect for children to 
color and to develop the child’s technical and artistic abilities 
as well as sense pride and satisfaction as they create the home 
for their pet. Easy to assemble design that does not require nails 
or toxic glue make the WOODEN HOUSE collection completely 
safe for your pets. They are available in three types and fi ve diff er-
ent sizes to accommodate the dimensions of individual animals.
- perfect for small rodents and rabbits
- no glue or nails
- fun and creative 

ACCESORIES FOR RODENTS AND RABBITS  ACCESORIES FOR RODENTS AND RABBITS
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PET CARRIERS  PET CARRIERS  PET CARRIERS  PET CARRIERS  PET CARRIERS

The Classic line pet carriers are intended for cats and small dogs. The unique design makes it easy and safe to bring 
your pet to the vet, or take it with you when travelling by car or by plane.  Available in 2 sizes, Cosmos Small and 
Cosmos Medium, perfect for most small dogs and cats.
The carriers are manufactured in two versions, either with or without a top hatch for easier access to the animal.
- secure closing
- maximum air circulation
- holder for a leash or a strap
- ergonomic and comfortable handle
- functional installation of safety belts
- a storage compartment (e.g. for a leash or snacks)
- metal door
- optional wheels
- non-slip fl oor

COSMOS OPEN CLASSIC LINE

COSMOS OPEN CLASSIC LINE Dimension [in] Item  Number  
SMALL 18.90 x 12.99 x 12.60 1156
MEDIUM 23.03 x 14.96 x 14.96 1157

SMALL

MEDIUM
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EMMA Plush is a line of modern beds in the shape of a rectangular sofa dedicated to small and medium-sized dogs 
and cats. Made of durable polyester material they feature a double-sided, thick pillow with a matching, fashionable, 
and practical dark color. The bed is fi lled with polyethylene foam ensuring a comfortable bed for even the most 
demanding dogs! Available in four sizes: S, M, L, and XL.

EMMA PLUSH

    DOGS ACCESORIES  DOGS ACCESORIES  DOGS ACCESORIES  DOGS ACCESORIES  

EMMA PLUSH
GRAY S M L XL
Dimensions [in] 15.5x11.8x7 19.5x15.5x7 23.5x19.5x7 27.5x23.5x7

Item Number 1240 1241 1242 1243

EMMA PLUSH
LATTE S M L XL
Dimensions [in] 15.5x11.8x7 19.5x15.5x7 23.5x19.5x7 27.5x23.5x7

Item Number 1244 1245 1246 1247

GRAY LATTE
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DOGS ACCESORIES  DOGS ACCESORIES  DOGS ACCESORIES  DOGS ACCESORIES  

COLLARS JAKE DUO
Product Dimension [in] Item  

Number  
Collar Jake DUO red S  7.87-13.78 x 0.39 1276
Collar Jake DUO sapphire S  7.87-13.78 x 0.39 1277
Collar Jake DUO fuchsia S  7.87-13.78 x 0.39 1278
Collar Jake DUO red M  9.84-15.75 x 0.59 1281
Collar Jake DUO sapphire M  9.84-15.75 x 0.59 1282
Collar Jake DUO fuchsia M  9.84-15.75 x 0.59 1283
Collar Jake DUO red L  13.78-19.69 x 0.79 1286
Collar Jake DUO sapphire L  13.78-19.69 x 0.79 1287
Collar Jake DUO fuchsia L  13.78-19.69 x 0.79 1288

LEASH JAKE DUO
Product Dimension [in] Item  

Number  
Leashes Jake DUO red S  59.06 x 0.39 1261
Leashes Jake DUO sapphire S  59.06 x 0.39 1262
Leashes Jake DUO fuchsia S  59.06 x 0.39 1263
Leashes Jake DUO red M  59.06 x 0.59 1266
Leashes Jake DUO sapphire M  59.06 x 0.59 1267
Leashes Jake DUO fuchsia M  59.06 x 0.59 1268
Leashes Jake DUO red L  59.06 x 0.79 1271
Leashes Jake DUO sapphire L  59.06 x 0.79 1272
Leashes Jake DUO fuchsia L  59.06 x 0.79 1273

HARNESS JAKE DUO
Product Dimension [in] Item  

Number  
Harness Jake DUO red S  7.87-13.78 x 0.39 1291
Harness Jake DUO sapphire S  7.87-13.78 x 0.39 1292
Harness Jake DUO fuchsia S  7.87-13.78 x 0.39 1293
Harness Jake DUO red M  11.81-21.65 x 0.59 1296
Harness Jake DUO sapphire M  11.81-21.65 x 0.59 1297
Harness Jake DUO fuchsia M  11.81-21.65 x 0.59 1298
Harness Jake DUO red L  15.75-29.53 x 0.79 1301
Harness Jake DUO sapphire L  15.75-29.53 x 0.79 1302
Harness Jake DUO fuchsia L  15.75-29.53 x 0.79 1303

Number

DUO
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DOGS ACCESORIES  DOGS ACCESORIES  DOGS ACCESORIES  DOGS ACCESORIES  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS   DOGS TOYS

STRONG DOGS ROPE TOYS 
The COMFY STRONG DOG toys are designed specially for dogs with very strong jaws. The toys are unmatched in 
their resistance to biting due to their exceptionally durable thermoplastic rubber (TPR) material. Thanks to this 
innovative construction material the toys will last for a long time even if used by dogs that can quickly destroy a 
regular toy. At the same time, the toys are totally safe, being made of EU-approved plastic material. 
The new COMFY STRONG DOG toys have a strong rope that can be used to play ‘throw and fetch’ and ‘tug of war’ 
with your dog. The toys are off ered in fi ve diff erent shapes. They will give you and your pet many hours of great fun! 

STRONG DOG 
ROPE

Dimension 
[in]

Item  
Number

Stick 20.8x2x1.5 1250
Strawberry 17.7x3x2.5 1251
Hammer 19.5x5x2 1252
Rope 13x3x1 1253
Ball 17.5x2.5x2.5 1254

STICK ROPE

BALL

HAMMER 

STRAWBERRY  

Product Dimension [in] Item  
Number  

Collar Jake DUO red S  7.87-13.78 x 0.39 1276
Collar Jake DUO sapphire S  7.87-13.78 x 0.39 1277
Collar Jake DUO fuchsia S  7.87-13.78 x 0.39 1278
Collar Jake DUO red M  9.84-15.75 x 0.59 1281
Collar Jake DUO sapphire M  9.84-15.75 x 0.59 1282
Collar Jake DUO fuchsia M  9.84-15.75 x 0.59 1283
Collar Jake DUO red L  13.78-19.69 x 0.79 1286
Collar Jake DUO sapphire L  13.78-19.69 x 0.79 1287
Collar Jake DUO fuchsia L  13.78-19.69 x 0.79 1288

LEASH JAKE DUO

HARNESS JAKE DUO
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DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  

STRONG DOGS TOYS 
Extremely durable dog toys that are specially designed for very active dogs with strong jaws that tend to destroy 
regular dog toys within a matter of days. The toys are made of extremely durable thermoplastic rubber (TPE). 
Thanks to their unmatched resistance to biting, the toys will last for a long time even if used by dogs that can 
quickly destroy a regular toy.
- extremely strong and resistant
- attractive red color
- fi ve diff erent shapes
- absolutely safe for dogs

STRONG DOG Dimension 
[in]

Item  
Number  

Stick 7.09 x 1.57 1178
Strawberry 2.95 x 2.56 1179
Hammer 5.31 1180
Twister 11.81 1181
Bone 6.5 1182
Bone S 4.5 1255

STICK 

TWISTER  

BONE HAMMER 

STRAWBERRY  
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DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  

PLUG SNACK TOYS 
PLUG SNACK TOYS are unique pet toys that feature a integrated treat holder that are fun and will keep your pet 
engaged in play for a long time. COMFY toys compatible with the replaceable PLUG SNACK treat insets.

Plug Snack toys Dimension 
[in]

Item  
Number  

Snacky Apple orange 2.95 1203
Snacky Apple green 2.95 1202
Snacky Strawberry 2.95 x 2.56 1230
Snacky Ring pink 6.30 x 6.30 1208
Snacky Ring orange 6.30 x 6.30 1209
Snacky Ball green 3.35 1206

  
Plug Snack toys Dimension 

[in]
Item  
Number  

Snacky Ball violet 3.35 1207
Mint Dental Stick violet 7.09 x 1.57 1224
Mint Dental Stick green 7.09 x 1.57 1225
Mint Dental Hammer pink 5.31 1234
Mint Dental Hammer turquoise 5.31 1233
Screeching Stick 7.09 x 1.57 1200

STICK 

HAMMER

STRAWBERRY  APPLE

RING BALL

DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS   DOGS TOYS
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MINT DENTAL TOYS 
Durable Dental toys that help keep your pets teeth and gums healthy
- Durable – highly stretchable
- Safe for pets and infants
- Scented – mint aroma
- Modern color design
- Manufactured in UE
- Floating

Mint Dental Dimension 
[in]

Item  
Number  

Dental bone pink S 3.35 1218
Dental bone green S 3.35 1219
Dental bone orange S 3.35 1220
Dental bone pink M 4.92 1221
Dental bone green M 4.92 1222
Dental bone orange M 4.92 1223
Dental bone pink 16,5 L 6.5 1214
Dental bone green 16,5 L 6.5 1215
Dental bone orange 16,5 L 6.5 1216

Mint Dental Dimension 
[in]

Item  
Number  

Mint Dental Rugby pink 3.15 x 2.56 1227
Mint Dental Rugby green 3.15 x 2.56 1226
Mint Dental Ring pink 5.12 1231
Mint Dental Ring blue 5.12 1232
Mint Dental Candy pink 5.31 1213
Mint Dental Candy blue 5.31 1212
Mint Dental Expander green 14.57 1228
Mint Dental Expander violet 14.57 1229

RING
TWISTER

WORM

CANDY EXPANDER

RUGBY

FISH

Mint Dental Dimension 
[in]

Item  
Number  

Dental Twister Fluo Twister 11.81 1217
Snacky Worm pink 8.66 x 3.15 1204
Snacky Worm turquoise 8.66 x 3.15 1205
Snacky Fish green 6.30 x 6.30 1211
Snacky Fish turquoise 6.30 x 6.30 1210

DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  
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BONES BARBECUE & LICORICE 
We are pleased to present a new product in the Comfy line of products. The DENTAL BONE with the new scents 
and colors. A brown bone with a barbeque scent and a black bone with a licorice scent. 
Available in 3 sizes: 3.34 ; 4.92 ; 6.49 Inch. 
Bones provide excellent fun for your dog and help care for cleanliness of teeth. 

BARBECUE Dimension 
[in]

Item  
Number

S 3.35 1256
M 4.92 1257
L 6.5 1258

LICORICE Dimension 
[in]

Item  
Number

S 3.35 1259
M 4.92 1260
L 6.5 1261

DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS   DOGS TOYSDOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  
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CREATE & PLAY 
CREATE & PLAY toys are great fun that lets you to create diff erent combinations of toys for your pets. The owner, 
knowing the tastes of his pet, can adapt the toy to his/her needs and preferences, the possibilities are infi nite! The 
toys are durable, colorful/ and will last. Use your imagination and create an ideal toy for your dog, with love! 

THE SET CONTAINS: Quantity 
in the set

Amount 
to be completed

Item  
Number  

COMFY hooks 1 1 set 1271
Plastic cabinet with 2 drawers PX2 3 1 piece 1272
COMFY Pink bead 35 1 set 1273
COMFY Green bead 35 1 set 1274
COMFY Orange bead 35 1 set 1275
COMFY Green thick circle 30 1 set 1276
COMFY Orange thick circle 30 1 set 1277
COMFY Pink thin circle 30 1 set 1278
COMFY Rope 30 1 set 1279
COMFY Leafl et 30 1 set 1280

CREATE & PLAY Item  Number  

1270

www.comfypet.pl 
�����������������

Create
&

Play

Create
&

Play

CreateCreateCreateCreateCreate

export@aquael.pl
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CAT’S SCRATCHERS 
A stylish, multifunctional cat scratching post made of material that is tear-resistant, yet soft and pleasant to the 
touch. Perfect for all active cats. Many sizes and models available! 

The Tunnel YOGA hut is perfect for cats and small dogs. Yoga can be be quickly converted to hut hide in, a mattress 
to lie down on, or a travel mat to use the car with a simple swipe of the included zipper! The Tunnel Yoga hut features 
soft plush material and is double-sided, to extend times between cleanings. Available in classic, yet stylish and trend-
ing shades of brown.

COMFY SCRATCHER Dimension [in] Item  
Number

WAVE 16.54 x 15.75 x 22.83 1190
MULTI 17.72 x 17.72 x 31.10 1191
JACK 42.52 1192
WIZZY 13.78 x 13.78 x 15.75 1193
YOGA 35.5x17.5x10.5 1199

fast
folding

fast
folding

WIZZY  MULTI

YOGA

WAVE  

JACK  

CAT’S SCRATCHERS  CAT’S SCRATCHERS  CAT’S SCRATCHERS  CAT’S SCRATCHERSDOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  DOGS TOYS  
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CAT TOILET  CAT TOILET  CAT TOILET  CAT TOILET  CAT TOILET  CAT TOILET  

TOILET EASY CAT 
A covered litter box for cats. The litter box is equipped with a swing door for better comfort of your pet and with a 
replaceable carbon fi lter to absorb unpleasant odors. The litter box is supplied with a handy litter scoop for remov-
ing soiled litter and the unique the design = allows the shovel to be attached to either the upper or the lower part 
of the litter box. The litter boxes are compatible with all COMFY litters. Available in diff erent colors.
- equipped with a swing door
- complete with a handy litter scoop
- compatible with all COMFY litters

EASY CAT Dimension [in] Item  
Number

LATTE 20.87 x 15.75 x 16.14 1194
GREY 20.87 x 15.75 x 16.14 1196

LATTE

GREY


